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Reconstruction of frozen-core all-electron orbitals from pseudo-orbitals
Balázs Hetényi,a) Filippo De Angelis, Paolo Giannozzi,b) and Roberto Car
Department of Chemistry, Princeton University and Princeton Materials Institute, Princeton,
New Jersey 08544

~Received 2 February 2001; accepted 10 July 2001!

We investigate the numerical feasibility of reconstructing frozen-core all-electron molecular orbitals
from corresponding pseudo-orbitals. We perform density-functional calculations on simple atomic
and molecular model systems using ultrasoft pseudopotentials to represent the atomic cores. We
apply a transformation due to Blo¨chl @Phys. Rev. B50, 17953 ~1994!# to each calculated
pseudo-orbital to obtain a corresponding frozen-core all-electron molecular orbital. Our model
systems include the reconstruction of the 5d orbital of a gold atom, and the occupied valence states
of the TiO2 molecule. Comparison of the resulting all-electron orbitals to corresponding ones that
were obtained from calculations in which the core electrons were explicitly included indicates that
all-electron molecular orbital reconstruction is a feasible and useful operation in reproducing the
correct behavior of molecular orbitals in the nuclear core regions. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1398097#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electronic structure calculations have contributed grea
to our understanding of molecular and solid-state propert
Many such calculations are based on density-functio
theory~DFT!.1,2 A widely used technique in actual electron
structure calculations~including DFT! of extended system
is the pseudopotential~PP! technique,3,4 which is based on
the frozen core~FC! approximation. In FC, the core electron
of a given atom are assumed to be unperturbed by the p
ence of other atoms in the system. The validity of FC h
been investigated analytically5 and numerically,6,7 and has
been shown to hold in most chemically relevant cases.

PPs are constructed based on FC, so that each at
nucleus together with its core electrons is represented b
effective potential. In general, the use of PPs offers the
vantage that the atomic core electrons do not need to
included in the calculation for the extended system. In
case of plane-wave-based calculations, another advanta
due to the fact that PPs are constructed to have node
orbitals for isolated atoms. The orbitals of the extended s
tem that result from the solution of the PP Hamiltonian@i.e.,
the pseudo~PS! orbitals# are thus less oscillatory in th
nuclear core regions than the corresponding solutions of
frozen-core all-electron~FCAE! Hamiltonian; therefore, a
smaller set of plane waves can be used in calculating
properties of the extended system.

Since the savings in basis set size is achieved by el
nating the nodes in the nuclear core region, molecular or
als are significantly altered by the use of PPs in the c
regions. In many applications, such as in the calculation
x-ray absorption spectra,8,9 chemical shifts,7,10 or hyperfine
splittings,11,12 knowledge of the electronic orbitals or ele
tronic density in atomic core regions is required. Spin po
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ization of the core contributes to hyperfine splittings. Wh
this effect is usually small compared to the valence contri
tion, there are cases such as the CH3 radical where the core
contribution is important. In the context of the reconstructi
procedure presented here, this contribution can be estim
from an~spherical! atomic calculation once the reconstruct
valence spin-polarized orbitals have been obtained. The
bitals obtained from PP Hamiltonians are not adequate
describe these phenomena.

In this paper we investigate the feasibility of reconstru
ing a FCAE orbital from a PS orbital obtained from a P
calculation. We use a transformation due to Blo¨chl,13 which
forms the basis of the projector-augmented wave~PAW!13

method. The PAW method is an FCAE method which is
sentially equivalent to the ultrasoft pseudopotential~USPP!
formalism of Vanderbilt.14 While this study focuses on re
constructing FCAE orbitals from ultrasoft PS orbitals, w
point out that the procedure used here is applicable in
case of the standard norm-conserving pseudopotent15

~NCPP! as well, as was done in Ref. 10.
We note that the PAW transformation has been used

reconstructing the density in nuclear core regions in orde
calculate hyperfine parameters.11,12 Furthermore, an exten
sion of the PAW transformation has been used in the ca
lation of NMR chemical shifts10 from PP calculations.

We test the FCAE orbital reconstruction procedure
performing a set of plane-wave PP-based DFT calculati
on simple model systems and applying the Blo¨chl transfor-
mation to the resulting PS orbitals. For each model syst
we also perform independent AE calculations without P
For our model systems we choose atomic neon, gold, and
TiO2 molecule. Since one of the advantages of USPPs is
d orbitals are made easier to handle, it is instructive to de
onstrate the reconstruction procedure on atomic gold and
TiO2 molecule.

In the case of atoms, we compare the reconstructed
bitals to orbitals calculated by radial integration of th
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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Kohn–Sham equations. In the case of the TiO2 molecule, we
compare the reconstructed orbitals to orbitals obtained f
an all-electron calculation using Gaussian-type orbit
~AE-GTO!.16

In the following section we describe the Blo¨chl transfor-
mation and aspects of the USPP formalism that are rele
to the reconstruction of the FCAE orbital. In Sec. III w
describe the details of our calculations. In Sec. IV we pres
comparisons of calculated and reconstructed FCAE orb
for test cases. In Sec. V we draw conclusions. In a later pa
we will apply the method presented here to calculate x-
absorption spectra of condensed matter systems.9

II. METHOD

A. Relation between the all-electron orbital
and the pseudo-orbital

In this subsection we discuss the Blo¨chl
transformation.13 The Blöchl transformation is an exac
transformation between an FCAE orbital and a correspo
ing PS orbital in terms of atomic AE and PS partial wav
For the full derivation see Ref. 13.

In the following we denote the FCAE~PS! orbitals of the
extended system byuCn&(uC̃n&). The transformation that re
lates the FCAE and the PS orbitals is given by

uCn&5uC̃n&1(
i

~ uf i&2uf̃ i&)^ p̃i uC̃n&Ri
, ~1!

where uf i& denotes atomic AE partial waves obtained
integrating the radial Schro¨dinger equation;uf̃ i& denotes
atomic PS partial waves chosen to reproduce the corresp
ing AE partial waves outside the core radiusRi . The indexi

in Eq. ~1! is a composite index denoting the atomic siteR̃i ,
atomic energy level, and angular momentum$« i l imi%. The
notation^u&Ri

stands for taking the scalar product within th
core radiusRi . The atomic PS partial waves are construc
to be nodeless and usually smoother than the atomic
functions within the core radius. Furthermore, the atomic
partial waves match continuously onto the atomic AE fun
tions at the core radius.

The functionsu p̃i& are projector functions to be dete
mined. A condition on the projector functionsp̃i is arrived at
by requiring that an atomic PS orbital transform into
atomic AE orbital. This requirement is satisfied if

^ p̃i uf̃ j&Rj
5d i j . ~2!

B. The projector function in Vanderbilt’s ultrasoft
pseudopotential formalism

In this subsection we describe aspects of Vanderb
USPP that are relevant in reconstructing AE orbitals.
point out that the projector functions required in Eq.~1! are
inherent in the formalism. For the full derivation of the USP
see Refs. 14, 17.

The first step is to carry out an AE calculation on
atom in some reference configuration, usually the grou
state. The screened local potentialVAE(r ) is stored, and a se
of reference states$f i% is chosen, wherei is a composite
Downloaded 25 Jun 2003 to 147.122.10.31. Redistribution subject to A
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index that stands for energy level and angular momen
$e i l imi%. The states are chosen such that their energy le
e i span the energy range over which good scattering pro
ties are desired~usually the range of occupied bulk valenc
states!. Cutoff radii are chosen for each orbital (Ri) and for
the local potential (Rc). Some diagnostic radiusRd that is
larger than the cutoff radii is chosen.

An algorithm is used to generate a local potentialVloc(r )
which agrees withVAE(r ) outside Rc . As in Eq. ~1!, an
atomic PS partial wavef̃ i(r ) is constructed for eachf i(r )
subject to the constraint that the two functions join smoot
at Ri . Note that norm conservation is not a requireme
Next, a new set of functions

ux̃ i&5~e i2T2Vloc!uf̃ i&, ~3!

is calculated, whereT denotes the one-electron kinetic e
ergy operator. Writinge i as

e i5
@T1VAE~r !#f i~r !

f i~r !
, ~4!

and using the facts that

Vloc~r !5VAE~r ! if r .r c ,
~5!

f i~r !5f̃ i~r ! if r .r c ,

it is trivial to see that the functionsux̃ i& are localized within
the core region. The matrixBi j 5^f̃ i ux̃ j& is well defined, and
can be used to define a set of local functions

ub̃ i&5(
j

~B21! i j ux̃ j&, ~6!

which satisfies

^b̃ i uf̃ j&Rj
5d i j , ~7!

which is the condition in Eq.~2!. The functionsub̃ i& are
therefore the projector functions required for the Blo¨chl
transformation@Eq. ~1!#.

In the case of standard NCPP,15 the projector functions
can be constructed by setting the off-diagonal elements
Bi j to zero, and using Eq.~6!. The orthogonality condition in
Eq. ~2! is thus satisfied, since there is one state for e
angular momentum component. Note that the projector fu
tions can be used to construct the fully nonlocal PP, a
done in the Kleinman–Bylander transformation.18 The re-
construction procedure in Ref. 10 was done using such p
jector functions. We note in passing that there is a gen
NCPP formalism due to Blo¨chl,19 where the construction o
projection operators is analogous to that in the USPP form
ism.

In order to arrive at the actual form of the USPP, w
need to define the quantities

Qi j ~r !5f i* ~r !f j~r !2f̃ i* ~r !f̃ j~r !, ~8!

and

Di j 5Bi j 1e jQi j , ~9!

whereQi j 5^f i uf j&2^f̃ i uf̃ j&.
The full nonlocal pseudopotential has the form
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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VUS5(
i j

Di j
~0!ub i&^b j u, ~10!

whereDi j
(0) is obtained by ‘‘unscreening’’Di j according to

Di j
~0!5Di j 2E dr Vloc~r !n~r !. ~11!

The ‘‘unscreened’’ ionic potential is obtained by

Vloc
ion~r !5Vloc~r !2E dr 8

n~r 8!

ur2r 8u
2mxc~r !, ~12!

wheren(r ) and mxc(r ) denote the valence density and t
exchange-correlation potential, respectively, and

n~r !5(
n

^c̃nur &^r uc̃n&1 (
n~ j ,k!

Qjk~r !^c̃nub̃ j&^b̃kuc̃n&.

~13!

In the following we calculate AE orbitals by applyin
the Blöchl transformation in the context of the USPP form
ism on PS orbitals obtained from a DFT calculation. W
calculate PS orbitals for several model systems in which
atomic cores are represented by USPPs@Eq. ~10!#, then apply
the expression

uCn&5uC̃n&1(
i

~ uf i&2uf̃ i&)^b̃ i uC̃n&, ~14!

to obtain the corresponding AE orbital.

III. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS

In the following, we test the numerical feasibility of re
constructing FCAE orbitals via the Blo¨chl transformation.
We calculate the FCAE orbitals by first calculating the
orbitals and then applying the Blo¨chl transformation@Eq.
~1!# to obtain the corresponding FCAE orbitals. In Sec.
we present comparisons for three test cases:~1! an isolated
neon atom~2s and 2p orbitals!; ~2! an isolated gold atom
(5d orbital!; and ~3! TiO2 molecule~valence orbitals!. We
also perform an auxiliary calculation on an isolated Ti ato

To generate the PS orbitals for the three cases, we
form plane-wave DFT17 calculations using USPPs to repr
sent atomic cores. In all cases we use a simple cubic cell
periodic boundary conditions. Throughout we used
gradient-corrected PW9120 exchange-correlation functiona
The USPP, the atomic AE and PS partial waves, and
projector functions ($ub̃ i&%) are generated by integrating th
radial Kohn–Sham equation on a logarithmic grid.14,17 This
procedure generates the atomic AE orbitals~or partial waves!
for all the atoms involved in the three test cases. The res
ing atomic AE orbitals are used for comparison in the case
the isolated neon and gold atoms. The energy cutoffs for
plane-wave basis sets in the plane-wave DFT calculation
the sizes of the simulation cells are given in Table I.

The reconstruction itself requires the PS orbital, t
atomic AE and PS partial waves, and the projector functi
as input. The PS orbital is stored in Fourier space, so
evaluate the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~1!, we
transform the PS orbital to real space, onto the logarith
grid of the atomic code. Evaluation of the second term
Downloaded 25 Jun 2003 to 147.122.10.31. Redistribution subject to A
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quires the atomic AE and PS partial waves and taking
scalar product of the projector functions and the PS orbi
The atomic functions are calculated on the logarithmic g
by the atomic code; the scalar product is evaluated in Fou
space. Each projector function is a radial function time
spherical harmonic.

The AE-GTO calculations were performed using t
GAUSSIAN 98 program package.16 The molecular geometry
for TiO2 is taken from Ref. 21~bond length: 3.06 a.u., bon
angle: 110.0°!. We use 6-31111G(3d f ,3pd),22 with a total
of 159 basis functions, that include diffuse and polarizat
functions. The role of diffuse and polarization functions is
shift the electronic charge away from the nucleus, thus
lowing higher flexibility in the representation of the tot
electron density. When using plane waves, this effect is
tomatically included in the computation due to the deloc
ized nature of the plane-wave basis. Therefore, we exp
our AE-GTO orbitals to match the reconstructed ones in
limit of large basis sets.

IV. RESULTS

In this section we present comparison of FCAE orbit
obtained by the orbital reconstruction scheme based on
Blöchl transformation@Eq. ~1!# and based on AE calcula
tions. All the orbitals presented are normalized.

In Figs. 1, 2, and 3 we show comparisons of the rad
projection of the 2s,2p orbitals of a neon atom, and the 5d
orbital of a gold atom, respectively. The solid~dashed! line

FIG. 1. Comparison of the all-electron orbital obtained by reconstructing
ultrasoft pseudo-wave function and by performing an all-electron calc
tion for the 2s orbital of a neon atom. The solid~dashed! line indicates the
radial projection of the normalized reconstructed~all-electron! orbital. The
two results compare extremely well, the two lines are hardly distinguisha

TABLE I. Wavefunction cutoffs, density cutoffs, and cell sizes for the thr
test calculations~neon atom, gold atom, and TiO2!.

Test system
Wave function cutoff

~Ry!
Density cutoff

~Ry!
Cell size

~a.u.!

Ne 30 200 30
Au 30 200 30
TiO2 30 300 30
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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indicates the result of the reconstruction procedure~AE cal-
culation!. The reconstructed FCAE orbitals are in excelle
agreement with the orbitals obtained from AE calculatio
The lines are essentially indistinguishable. The integra
square differences between the two curves are on the ord
1024 or less in all three cases, increasing in the order n
2s, neon 2p, gold 5d. In the case of the 2p orbital of the
neon atom and the 5d orbital of the gold atom~shown in
Figs. 2 and 3, respectively!, the reconstructed AE result ex
hibits small oscillations around the result obtained from
AE calculation. These oscillations are also present in the
orbitals. We attribute this effect to the finite size of the pe
odic cell, and not to the reconstruction procedure itself.
fact, for the 2p orbital of the neon atom we found thes
oscillations to decrease when using a larger cell.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show two of the valence molecu
orbitals of TiO2 projected along theC2v axis of symmetry.
Of the 12 valence states of TiO2 the first four are mainlys
and p semicore states. Of the remaining states many h
nodal planes that include theC2v axis. We chose two state
for which there is a significant contribution along theC2v
axis, namely, the second highest~HOMO-1! and the sixth
highest ~HOMO-5! occupied molecular orbitals. In bot
cases the agreement between the reconstructed FCAE o
and the orbital obtained from the AE calculation is very go
~note the difference between the scales of the two figure!.

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for the 2p orbital of a neon atom. While the two
curves are in excellent agreement, there are small oscillations of the re
structed curve around the all-electron result. For an explanation, see the

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 for the 5d orbital of a gold atom.
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At a deeper analysis, small but visible differences app
between the reconstructed orbital and the AE-GTO result
order to assess the nature of the differences between
GTO and the reconstruction we have calculated the ro
mean-square deviation~RMSD! averaged over grid points
within a sphere of radiusR between the reconstructed orbit
and the orbital calculated by AE-GTO. The results for t
two states are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6. The RM
is larger in the nuclear core region, and it decreases as
radius of the sphere is increased.

In order to better understand the origin of this discre
ancy, we have performed additional calculations on the
atom. In particular, we have calculated atomic orbitals us
reconstruction, AE-GTO, and radial integration orbital on t
same cubic grid as in the case of the molecule within
sphere of radiusR. The RMSD as a function ofR for the 3s
orbital is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6. The RMS
between the orbital resulting from radial integration and
reconstructed orbital is one order of magnitude smaller t
either than between the reconstructed orbital and the
GTO orbital or between the radial integration and the A
GTO orbital. The deviations decrease with radius, as in
case of the TiO2 molecule. We conclude that the discrepan
between the orbital obtained by AE-GTO and the reco
structed orbital is due to inaccuracy of the GTO basis se
the core region.

n-
xt.

FIG. 4. Comparison of AE-GTO and reconstructed orbital correspondin
the HOMO-1. The normalized wave functions are plotted along theC2v axis
of the molecule, the titanium atom is at the origin, the projection of the T
bonds point in the positive direction on the axis of the figure.

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4 for the HOMO-5 of TiO2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have tested whether the reconstruc
of a frozen-core all-electron orbital from an ultrasoft pseud
orbital is a numerically feasible operation.

The reconstruction scheme used here was based
transformation written by Blo¨chl.13 Blöchl uses this transfor
mation to derive a frozen-core all-electron electronic str
ture method known as the projector-augmented wave.
have shown that the transformation that connects the pse
orbitals and the all-electron orbitals in the Blo¨chl formalism
can be used to reconstruct all-electron orbitals from co
sponding ultrasoft pseudo-orbitals.

We have compared reconstructed frozen-core
electron orbitals to corresponding orbitals obtained from
dependent all-electron calculations for simple model s
tems; the 2s and 2p orbitals of a neon atom, the 5d orbital
of a gold atom, and two valence states of the titanium di
ide molecule. Such a comparison shows that the recons
tion procedure used here is indeed a reliable method of
taining all-electron orbitals from pseudo-orbitals.

FIG. 6. The upper panel shows the root-mean-square deviation~RMSD!
between the reconstructed orbitals and the corresponding orbitals res
from the AE-GTO calculation for the HOMO-1 and HOMO-5 orbitals
TiO2. The lower panel shows the RMSD between the reconstruction, ra
integration, and AE-GTO calculation for the 3s orbital of the titanium atom.
All deviations were calculated within a sphere of radiusR.
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We also note that our procedure is not restricted
plane-wave basis sets. In fact, running a pseudopotential
culation with a GTO basis set and reconstructing the co
sponding all-electron orbital will result in an orbital with th
right behavior at the nuclear positions, since in the rec
struction procedure the nuclear cusp is represented on a
dial grid, not by GTOs. Such a procedure would lead
savings in basis set size. Furthermore, it is possible to c
struct potentials to represent atomic cores according to
projector-augmented wave or ultrasoft pseudopotential p
scription in such a way that the frozen-core approximation
relaxed.

In a future publication9 we will apply the methodology
discussed in this work to calculate x-ray absorption spe
of condensed systems.
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